Abstract. The phase space of the geodesic flow on an almost integrable polyhedral surface is foliated into a one-parameter family of invariant surfaces. The flow on a typical invariant surface is minimal. We associate with an almost integrable polyhedral surface its holonomy group which is a subgroup of the group of motions of the Euclidean plane. We show that if the holonomy group is discrete then the flow on an invariant surface is ergodic if and only if it is minimal.
Introduction
Geodesic flows on Euclidean polyhedra is an old subject that goes as far back as 1906 (see [10] and a related paper [8] ). An example of such a flow is the motion of a billiard ball inside a polygon. If the angles of the polygon are rational multiples of IT, the direction of any geodesic takes only a finite number of values as time varies. Fixing these values one obtains invariant 'surfaces' of the billiard flow and the induced flow on the typical invariant surface is minimal ( [13] ). It is not known whether the flow is typically ergodic (with respect to the invariant Lebesgue measure). The general expectation is that the answer is yes.$ This question is related to the question of whether the typical interval exchange transformation is ergodic, where the answer is positive ( [5] , [12] ).
For arbitrary polyhedral surfaces the condition that vertex angles are 7r-rational does not insure the existence of invariant surfaces for the geodesic flow. One needs an extra condition that a certain holonomy group is finite. We call surfaces satisfying this condition almost integrable because the geodesic flow which is a Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom has an additional integral of motion which 'almost commutes' with the Hamiltonian.
In § 1 we associate with any almost integrable surface S a Riemann surface R in a purely geometric way. The genus of R is determined by the vertex angles of S (formulae (8) - (11)). The main tool is the developing map of the universal covering of S onto the complex plane. The typical invariant surface of the geodesic flow of S (which we call the billiard flow) is isomorphic to R. Topology of the foliation of the phase space of the billiard flow into invariant surfaces is discussed in [4] .
In § 2 we show that the billiard flow of S is equivalent to a family of bg, 0 < 0<2TT, of flows on R (b'g is the billiard flow in direction 6). They are pulled back by the developing map from the linear flows l' e on C. At the end of the section we extend to 6^ the minimality results of [13] and [3] .
In § 3 we consider a class of almost integrable surfaces S given essentially by the condition that the full holonomy group of S is discrete. For these surfaces, as theorem 3 shows, the billiard flow b' e is minimal if and only if it is uniquely ergodic (which is false for general almost integrable billiards). Moreover in this case b' e extends the linear flow l' e on a certain torus intrinsically denned by S, thus b' e is minimal if and only if 6 is an irrational direction. If 0 is irrational the discrete spectrum of b' e coincides with the spectrum of l' e , i.e. b' e is weakly mixing modulo l' e . It is reasonable to expect that for almost integrable polyhedral surfaces outside of this class the billiard flow b' g is typically weakly mixing.
Some results of the paper generalize to billiards on higher dimensional polyhedra which will be discussed elsewhere. It is worth mentioning that almost integrable billiards (both classical and quantum) are of interests to physicists (cf. [7] , [1] ).
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Developing map
By Euclidean polygon we mean a closed bounded polygon P in C such that its interior P\dP is connected. If P has more than one connected component we say that P has obstacles. If an obstacle has two adjacent sides with angle 2TT between them we say that P has a slit (see figure 1) . p FIGURE 1. The shaded regions are obstacles. Obstacle 2 has a slit and obstacle 3 is just a slit.
A Euclidean polyhedron S (of dimension 2) is a collection of Euclidean polygons with some sides identified by isometries. These polygons, their sides and vertices are the faces, edges and vertices of S. A Euclidean polyhedron has a natural topology. Definition 1. A polyhedral surface 5 is a connected Euclidean polyhedron homeomorphic to a topolbgical surface.
If a polyhedron S has vertices with an infinite number of adjacent faces then S cannot be a polyhedral surface. We say that S is a polyhedral surface with vertices Billiards 571 at infinity if 5 with those vertices punctured becomes a topological surface. Henceforth polyhedron will mean a polyhedral surface possibly with vertices at infinity. A polyhedral surface is closed if it has no boundary, 55 = 0 . If 55 ^ 0 two copies of S glued along the boundary make a closed polyhedral surface dS called the doubling of 5.
There is a canonical complex structure on any oriented polyhedral surface. Assume first that 55 = 0 . Every face and every edge of 5 define a coordinate patch in an obvious way. Let A be a vertex of 5 and let P , , . . . , P n be the adjacent faces in an orientation preserving order. Let a , , . . . , a n be their respective angles. The sum a = a, + • • • +a n is called the angle of A. Cut U = P\ u • • • u P n along an edge b and unfold it on C so that A goes into 0 and b goes into the positive real axis. Let z be the complex coordinate in C. Then u = z 2ir/a is a well defined coordinate in U. It is straightforward to check that the transition functions of the covering are complex analytic and that the complex structure thus defined does not depend on the choices made. If 55 # 0 the imbedding S c dS defines the complex structure on 5. Thus any polyhedral surface is a Riemann surface.
Polyhedra S,, S 2 are isomorphic if there is a continuous invertible mapping f:S l ->S 2 which maps faces isometrically onto faces. Given a polyhedron 5 one can always draw new edges on the faces of 5. This operation does not change 5 essentially. Definition 2. Polyhedra 5,, S 2 are called equivalent if they can be made isomorphic by adding new edges. A group G of automorphisms of a polyhedron 5 acts properly discontinuously if for any face P<^ S there is only a finite number of g e G such that gP n P # 0 . The quotient S/G is naturally a polyhedron. The proof is obvious and is left to the reader. For general polyhedra S the universal covering S is the minimal developable covering of S. (i) S is a closed connected simply connected non-compact developable polyhedral surface.
(
ii) S with its canonical complex structure is isomorphic to C if and only if all the numerators m,, = 1, i = 1 , . . . , JV. Otherwise S is isomorphic to the hyperbolic plane H. The isomorphism / : S -» H (S-»C) carries the group 7r r (S) = v f (S)/TT(S) of deck transformations of the covering S->S into a discrete group G of isometries of H (respectively C). IfS is oriented the projection p :S^Sisa covering ofRiemann surfaces. (iii) For any developing map <p:S->C there is a homomorphism h: 7TY(S)-» O(C) such that <p is h-equivariant i.e. for any g e Tr r (S), <p ° g = h(g) ° <p. The developing map <p is a holomorphic branched covering. The branching locus is contained in the set of vertices ofS. The branching number at a vertex Ae S with angle 2irm is m.
Proof By proposition 1, Tr f (S) = 1 therefore ir,(S) = 1. The regular covering q.S^S induces a homomorphism q^: IT(S)-» TTI(S)-> 1. The group n{S) is generated by conjugates of g" 1 (taking dS if necessary we can assume without loss of generality that dS = 0 ) . Each g, fixes some vertex at infinity of S, thus n(S) is generated by transformations with fixed points. Those generate the kernel of q^, thus 7r,(S) = 1. Let A be a vertex of S above A with angle 2rrm/ n. Going around A once and lifting to S we rotate 5 about A by 2TTW/M. Repeating it n times we make a circle around
A, thus A has a finite number of adjacent faces and its angle is 2-nm. The covering S is developable almost by definition. Choose a reference face P o and an imbedding <p o :P o^> C. Continue <p 0 analytically along a path y going from P o to some face P. The path y defines a face o f P c j above P. If y' is another path homotopic to y we continue <p 0 analytically along the homotopy from y to y' and conclude that the imbedding of P depends only on the homotopy class of y. Thus <p 0 uniquely continues to a developing map cp:S-*C Any automorphism g of 5 defines another developing map ip = <p ° g.
By proposition 2, there is an isometry h of C such that t// = h° (p. Thus h = h(g) is a homomorphism of TT f (S) into O(C)
such that <p is fc-equivariant. Let Ae S be a vertex above Ae S with angle 2irm/n. Let ge TTf(S) correspond to a simple loop around A. Then h(g) is the rotation of C by 2irm/n around <p(A). Thus h(g") = 1 therefore TT(S) C Ker h. Therefore <p: S-» C is invariant with respect to TT(S) and it projects uniquely to a developing map of S. Since S is developable it is not compact. We have now proved (i) and (iii). 
The proof of (3) is an elementary computation and is left to the reader. If S is rational with vertex angles 2Trm i /n h (2) and (3) • Definition 8. A rational polyhedral surface is called flat (respectively hyperbolic) if the corresponding orbifold is isomorphic to C/G (resp. 0-0/ G) for some discrete group G of isometries.
The following corollary has been established in the course of the proof of theorem 1 (compare with [11, 13.3.6] 
Proof. If dS = 0 (6) becomes (4) . If dS^0 (6) follows from (4) for dS and Xo(dS) = 2x o {S)by (5) .
• Proof. Let dS = 0 and let A h i = 1 , . . . , N, be the vertices of S with angles 277-m,/n,. Let g;G G be the simple loops around A t . Then h(g t ) is the rotation of C around <p{Aj) by lirmjnj. Thus h{g t ) is a primitive rotation of order n,. Together they generate Z/ n. Let S be non-orientable and let S' be the orientable 2-sheeted covering of S. Then G is generated by G(S') and an element r such that r 2 e G(S'). Then h(r) reverses orientation so ft(r) is a reflection. Thus F contains Z/n and a reflection, so D n c r . If dS ^ 0 then G is generated by G(dS) and an element r such that r 2 = 1. Then fc(r) is a reflection therefore D , c f .
• Definition 9. A rational polyhedral surface S is called almost integrable if the restricted holonomy group F is finite.
In order to state proposition 4 we need the notion of the developing map along a path. Let y(t), 0 < l < 1, be a piecewise differentiable path on a polyhedron S going through faces P , , . . . , P n . Any isometry (p t : P, -» C uniquely analytically continues to an immersion <p: U"= i ^i -* C which is an isometry on each P f . The mapping <p is the developing map along y. PROPOSITION 
(i) A polygon P is almost integrable if and only if the angle between any two sides of P is ir-rational.
(ii) Let a rational polyhedral surface S be homeomorphic to the sphere with n holes, n = 0, 1 , . . . . Let Qi,..., Q n be the connected components of dS. Choose a side a, of Q ( and a path y t from a, to a i+u i = 1 , . . . , n -1.
Then S is almost integrable if and only if developing S along % we map a t , a i+l into intervals a\, a' i+i respectively with a ir-rational angle between them.
(iii) Let a rational polyhedral surface S be homeomorphic to the projective plane P 2 . Then S is almost integrable.
E. Gutkin
Proof. The group G is generated by simple loops g, around vertices, 7r,(S) and the flipping r if dS^0.
Proving proposition 2 we have shown that h(g ( ), i=\,..., N, and h~(r) generate a finite group f ' c f . In case (i), h(wi(S)) = 1 and in case (ii), hiir^S)
is generated by rotations of finite order, thus T is finite. In case (Hi) let r be the generator of TT^S). Then h(g t ) generate Z/n and h(r) is a reflection, thus r=D n .
COROLLARY (of the proof), (i) Let S be a polygon with ir-rational angles between the sides and let n be the least common multiple of denominators. Then T = D n .
(ii) Let S be a rational polyhedral surface homeomorphic to S 2 (resp. P 2 or the disc) and let n be the least common multiple of denominators of the vertex angles. Then T = Z/n (resp. D n ).
Let S be an almost integrable polyhedral surface. Denote by G o the kernel of h:G^O(C) and by R the quotient D/G o . Then R = S G° is the regular covering of S with the group T of deck transformations. With this notation we have THEOREM 2. (i) Let n be the least common multiple of denominators of the vertex angles of S. Then F = Z/n if S is orientable and dS = 0 , otherwise T = D n . where n' is divisble by n.
ii) R is a compact Riemann surface without boundary and G o = ir\(R). The vertex angles of R are multiples of 2ir. The Euler characteristic x(R) is equal to n'xo(S) (resp. 2n'xo(S)) if S is closed orientable (resp. otherwise) where Xo(S) is the Euler number of S given by (6). (iii) The group F o = h(G 0 ) is a finitely generated group of parallel translations. The developing map <p : D -» C is h-equivariant, i.e. for any g 6 G o <P°g = h(g)°(p
and D/G 0 =R. Proof, (i) By proposition 4, the group T is cyclic if S is closed orientable and T is dihedral otherwise. By proposition 3, T contains Z/n, D n in the first, resp. second case.
( • The Riemann surface R is called the canonical covering of an almost integrable surface S. In cases of particular interest we can calculate T and the genus g(R) from the angles of S. PROPOSITION 
ii) If ge G has fixed points then g has a fixed vertex A. Thus h(g) fixes <p(A) therefore h(g) ^ 1. Analogously if g reverses orientation then h(g) does and h(g)
•
(i) Let S be a polygon and let n be the least common multiple of the denominators of angles between sides ofS. Then T = D n . Let irm,/ n
Proof The groups F were calculated in proposition 4. Using the fact that 2 -2g(R) = X(R) = \T\xo(S) and formula (6) we obtain (8)- (11).
Invariant surfaces of the billiard flow
If a polygon P is embedded in C we define the unit tangent bundle T(P) to be the set of tangent vectors in C of length one with base points in P and looking into P. The unit tangent bundle T(S) of a polyhedral surface S is made from r(P f ) where P t runs over the faces of S, with obvious identifications. The set T(S) is the phase space of the geodesic flow on S which is modelled on the movement of the billiard ball on S. The ball goes straight within each face. It bounces off boundary edges in an obvious way. Let the ball come to an edge b between two faces P and Q, at an interior point of b. We imbed P u Q i n C and let the ball cross straight from P to Q. We agree to stop the ball at the vertices. We will see later that the trajectory has a natural continuation through a boundary (interior) vertex if and only if its angle is v/n (2ir/n). Definition 10. The flow on T(S) defined above is the billiard flow of S.
If x e S is not a vertex, the fibre T(S) X is isomorphic to C and the measure on T(S) which is locally the product of Lebesgue measures on C and C is preserved by the flow (cf. [9] ). For any x e S the set of directions which will bring the ball from x to a vertex is countable and therefore the set of ve T(S) which generate finite lifetime trajectories has measure 0.
Let x, y e S and let y b e a piecewise differentiate curve on S going from x to y and avoiding vertices. Developing S on C along y we obtain an isomorphism T(S)| y = yxC and an isometry T y : T(S) X -* T(S) y which depends on y. It is called the parallel translation along y. Moreover T y depends only on the homotopy class [y]G77y(S).
From now on S is assumed to be almost integrable. Choose a base point x 0 e P o and an imbedding <p 0 : P o~* C. For any x e S a choice of curve y from x to x 0 gives an isometry T y : T(S) X -* C. Varying y changes T y by the action of T on C which yields a mapping @:T{S)-> C/T. Now let R be the canonical covering of S and identify P o with a face of R. Since the restricted holonomy group of R is trivial the construction above yields a mapping 0 : T(i?) -» C. The action of F on R obviously lifts to T
(R) and we have T(S)= T(R)/T. The projection/>*: T(R)^ T(S) of unit tangent bundles commutes with the billiard flows on T(R) and T(S)
, so the billiard on S is the quotient of the billiard on R. PROPOSITION Fixing some 8 e C we have the constant vector field X e on C which is a crosssection of T(C)-»C. The set S e <= T(S) is the pullback of X g by tp^. The branching properties of <p imply (see theorem 1) that the projection S g ->S is one-to-one everywhere except above the vertices with angle 2irm where it is m-to-1. Factoring out by the action of G o we obtain the same property for the projection R g -* R. Commutative diagram (12) implies that for any 0e C/T the action of F on T(R) permutes R e . for 0,&d~\8) according to the action of F on d~\d). The assertion (ii(b)) follows.
(i) The mapping 0(0) uniquely extends to a continuous mapping @:T(R)^C ( 0 : T(S)-* C/T) invariant under the geodesic flow and such that the following diagram commutes

T(R) > C T(S) * C/T e (ii) For 6eC (6e C/T) denote by /?"<= T(R) (R § <= 7(5)) the set given by the equation @(v) = 0 (®(v) = 0) and by b' e (b' s ) the flow induced on R e (Rg) by the billiard flow on T(R) (T(S)). Letd.C^ C/T be the projection and say that 0~e C/f is regular if any ded~l(d) has a trivial isotropy subgroup. Then (a) for any 8 e C the projection q: T(R) -* R induces a mapping q e :R e^> R which is one-to-one everywhere except over vertices of R with angles 2Trm>2ir where it is m-to-one; (b) for any regular deC/T and any 6ed~\d) the projection p^ induces an isomorphism ofR e onto R § which commutes with b e and b' § on R e and Rg respectively. Let 0e C/T be not regular and let T e be the isotropy subgroup of 6e d~l(0). Then T B acts on R e and Rg=
• Proof From the proof of proposition 6 we see that the geodesic flow on S is induced by the developing map <p: S -» C. Proposition 7 follows easily from that, the information about the branching of <p (theorem 1) and the fact that h(G 0 ) = T 0 is a group of translations, thus it leaves l' e invariant.
• Recall that a flow b' on a manifold M smooth everywhere except at a finite number of multisaddle singular points is called minimal (quasiminimal in [13] ) if every infinite semi-trajectory of b' is dense in M.
Definition 11. A direction 0 is called rational with respect to a set X c C (with respect to a group F of translations) if there exists a straight line in direction 0 which meets X in two points (which contains points z { , z 2 such that the vector z x -z 2 €F). Proof. Let y(t) be a periodic trajectory of b' e with period T. Then the lifting y{t) on D has the property y(t + T) = gy(t) for some ge G o . The image (p^y(t) is the straight line in direction 0, thus the equivariance of <p implies that 8 is rational with respect to F o . Let b' e have a non-dense infinite semi-trajectory. Arguing as in [3] or as in [13] (where theorem 9 of [6] is used) we conclude that b' e has trajectory y going from one singular point to another. Thus both ends of y are vertices of S and <p(y) is a straight interval with both ends in V.
• COROLLARY. The flow b' e is not minimal for at most a countable set of 0's. Proof. The set of branching points of <p: S -> C is at most countable.
Ergodicity and spectrum
We keep the notation of the previous sections. We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of ergodic theory (cf. [9] 
